Really Raleigh, really good fun.

Raleigh childrens’ bikes are lots of fun. With bright colours, trendy graphics and amusing features (like dolly carriers, toy bins, flashing lights and two-tone horns). But we at Raleigh don’t think of them as toys. We’ve been designing and building our fun bikes exactly like real bikes for over 30 years. With sturdy tubes yet with young riders’ size and ability in mind.
UNBIKES

It's a small world

The brake levers are made for small hands to reach and the chainguards are fully enclosed to protect tiny legs from moving parts. Little feet find the non-slip rubber pedals easy to push. For wobbly beginners, there are sturdy detachable stabilisers mounted to the frame rather than the wheel axle. Raleigh like to give learners confidence right from the start, our freewheels make cycling much safer and easier than fixed wheels. Raleigh bikes are as comfortable to ride as they are safe, with soft padded saddles and wide pneumatic tyres for a smooth ride.

Safety first for first bikes

All Raleigh fun bikes exceed the current British safety standard BS5665. You won’t find any nasty sharp edges or finger traps to spoil your child’s fun. You’ll notice the wide clearances between the frame, fork and wheels. We even fit special domed safety nuts on the handlebar and saddle adjustment bolts.

You know how children like something to get their teeth into! Well just in case they get a taste for their bikes, we make sure we use only safe, lead-free paint and inert polypropylene plastic parts which are tough and non-toxic. So no harm’s done.

Fun that lasts

We think the fun should last and last, so we build our bikes to be sturdy and resilient. To take day after day of splashing through puddles, racing up and down the lawn and whizzing around the playground. For impressive strength, our bikes have, for example, chrome-plated one-piece cranks and metal head bearings (not plastic). And we design our bikes to grow as your child grows. The adjustable seats and handlebars can ‘grow’ about 4 inches in height. Choosing a Raleigh bike that’s built to last means that it can usually be handed on for a younger brother or sister to enjoy or be sold when it is eventually outgrown.
When the going gets tough, the Tuff Trike gets going. 3 to 4 year old boys win be boys, so the Tuff Trike is built for action. Integral footplate, deep mudguard, chunky wheels and the strong steel frame with steering stop all add up to a trike that's sturdy enough to take whatever punishment boys can dish out. And when boys get carried away, the handle built into the broad, moulded seat allows parents to do the carrying away.

Inside leg 14"–16".

You can trust Teddy to take care of 2 to 3 year old trike riders. The bear necessities dear easy-to-step-over, strong steel frame with steering stop and seat backrail, together with broad, shaped seat and groovy, gripping wide wheels, make for superb support, stability and safety.

Inside leg 11"–13".
Daisy, Daisy. Little girls aged 3 to 5 will look neat upon the adjustable moulded seat of this pretty pastel pink trike. And they can carry their favourite cuddly toy or doll around in the basket. Daisy is a doddle to ride and gives toddlers oodles of confidence, with its low step-over frame, steering stop, chunky wheels and super stability.

Inside leg 15"–18".

Carrying toys around in your own tipping bin makes this trike terrific fun for 2 to 3 year olds. It couldn't be easier to ride or to use the tipper. Getting on and off, steering and pedalling are all child's play, thanks to the stable, low step-over frame, comfy long moulded seat, steering stop and wide chunky wheels.

Inside leg 12"–14".
A bright idea for the beginner on two wheels. The sturdy Rainbow is designed to give girls and boys aged 3 to 5 stacks of confidence with its detachable stabilisers, adjustable handlebars and saddle, enclosed chainguard and non-slip rubber pedals. Come rain or shine, those wide pneumatic tyres grip the path and the brilliant red paintwork with colourful graphics comes shining through. Big Raleigh value and peace of mind for parents.

Inside leg 14"-18".

Dolly can ride in comfort strapped in the rear carrier of the pretty, pastel pink Poppet. While the adjustable handlebars and padded saddle, detachable stabilisers, pneumatic tyres and child-size brake levers make it a comfortable, easy bike for little girls aged 3 to 5 to ride. With Raleigh quality and value, parents are in the pink too.

Inside leg 14"-18".
Whoosh! There goes the Booster with Neon Green Vapour paintwork and explosive firework graphics. It’s dynamite! With dynamic ATB style handlebars, junior ‘mount’ saddle, gripping black knobbly tyres and seat pin gaiter. Light the blue touch paper and stand well back, but safety still comes first – with enclosed chainguard, non-slip pedals and rear freewheel. Booster is sure to light up any 4 to 7 year old boy’s life.

Inside leg 18"–22".

Beefy BMX style for bumper fun with magnificent yellow mag wheels with rear freewheel, black knobbly pneumatic tyres and lightweight rad pads. Rugged BMX style frame with tubular fork and one-piece crank. Comfy foam saddle, fully enclosed chainguard, non-slip pedals and colour co-ordinated detachable stabilisers keep the 3 to 5 year old BMX biker safely on the ground.

Inside leg 15"–19".
Little girls aged 4 to 7 will make everyone stop and stare when they breeze past on the eyecatching Frosted Mauve Bluebird, with its pretty graphics and super-duper two-tone hooter. Their most treasured possessions can go anywhere they go, in the large bin with hinged lid. All the Raleigh comfort, value and safety features are built in – sturdy, one-piece crank, non-slip pedals, child-size brake lever, detachable stabilisers, comfy padded saddle and pneumatic tyres.

Inside leg 17”–21”.

We painted the clown red when we designed the Roller, our top of the range play bike for boys and girls aged 4 to 7. Fun-packed with its two-tone hooter and rear bin complete with hinged lid. Trust Raleigh to include front and rear brakes, wide pneumatic tyres, padded saddle, non-slip pedals, detachable stabilisers and enclosed chainguard, all rolled into one!

Inside leg 17”–21”.
It's unique! It's exclusive! Wolf Cub is the most exciting thing on two wheels for boys aged 3 to 5. They're safe and sound on this mean machine that's action-packed with push-button three-sound generator and flashing lights. Its hi-tech styling features a streamlined top tube fairing and front mudguard. Tough mag wheels, black knobbly pneumatic tyres and Wolf Cub graphics all add to the mini macho image.

Inside leg 15"-19".
Sophisticated girls aged 5 to 10 pick the Petal Pink Fleur for its shimmering, chic looks and stylish carrying bin, while parents pick it for safety and quality. Comfy padded saddle, non-slip pedals, enclosed chainguard, alloy propstand and traditionally built chrome-plated wheels add up to flower power.

Inside leg 19"—21½".

You don’t have to splash out to enjoy Raleigh quality and safety. Splash has everything little girls aged 5 to 8 could wish for in a first real bike. A low frame that makes getting on and off easy, detachable stabilisers, child-size brake levers and non-slip pedals. A splash of colour with flash blue paintwork and zany graphics. And the stylish dolly carrier on the back is the thoughtful finishing touch.

Inside leg 18"—21".
Magic de-luxe comes in a bewitching blue with enchanting graphics. Any girl aged 5 to 8 would be spellbound! Especially when she pushes the buttons on the 3-sound generator and conjures up spirited tunes and flashing lights. The Magic box on the back carries her favourite things. And this top quality bike will give endless magic moments of comfortable riding.

Inside leg 19"–21½".

Abracadabra, it’s the stylish black Magic for girls aged 5 to 8 who like to be different. Heard the latest? This trend-setting cycle has a push-button, 3-sound generator with flashing lights so she can have music wherever she goes. Complete with a box of tricks on the back to carry a girl’s secret possessions on her magical mystery tours.

Inside leg 19"–21½".
The junior BMX you can’t afford to miss, one of Raleigh’s best deals on wheels. For superb value, the Styler 16 has a tough Raleigh frame and fork design, sensational colour scheme, beefy black tyres and three lightweight pads to create that real BMX image for any boy aged 4 to 7 to enjoy.

Inside leg 17½"–20½".

Kids aged 4 to 7 will blaze a trail on this bold Blaze Blue BMX bike with white mag wheels for strength and great looks. For unmistakable BMX style add to this ground hugging black knobbly tyres, a rugged frame and fork design and three lightweight pads.

Inside leg 17½"–20½".
This mean black machine is strictly for streetwise boys aged 4 to 7. You can see and hear the Street Wolf coming with its sensational strobe lights and three thrilling sci-fi sounds at the touch of a button. You can't miss its hi-tech frame fairings with integrated splashguards, smooth black mag wheels and street action graphics. Comfort and safety still rule OK, with its cushioned saddle and black chevron grips.

Inside leg 17 1/2"-20 1/2".

The Mini Mustang ATB gives tough guys aged around 6 a smooth ride, thanks to its internal ball bearings, black anatomic saddle and short-reach alloy stem. Exclusive Volcanic Vapour finish, stylish power cranks and sloping top tube with submarine cables really catch the eye.

Inside leg 18"-22".
Heather looks chic in Frosted Mauve with stylish graphics. A sturdy carrier on the back lets the 7-10 year old girl carry everything from schoolbooks to sports gear. This fashion-conscious model features an alloy propstand for easy parking, steering stop and wraparound chainguard for safety, plus adjustable handlebars, stem and padded saddle for a comfortable riding position.

Inside leg 21½" - 25½".

A sophisticated cycle with an elegant style all its own for 7 to 10 year old girls. Looks ultra cool with whitewall tyres, Frosted Mint paintwork, Lilac highlights and a matching fashion holdall on the rear carrier. As safety conscious as it is fashion conscious, Bianca has a steering stop, wraparound chainguard and alloy propstand for parking. Choose between single gear and three-speed Sturmey Archer hub gear.

Inside leg 21½" - 25½".
The 20" wheel, 13" frame ATB for adventurous girls really going places. Coco is fashionable and feminine, finished in Candy Vapour colours with wide tyres, comfy padded saddle, 5-speed gears with thumb-shifter lever, easy-to-use alloy cantilever brakes and full ATB component specification scaled down to suit 7 to 10 year old girls.

Inside leg 21"–26".

The sporting dream of many a 7 to 9 year old girl! Chloe is her first real racer and she couldn't get off to a better start! Fashionable graphics, junior frame, special girl-racer size handlebars, stem and brake levers...fantastic to handle! Easy-to-reach gear lever with five wide-ratio gears also boosts a young racer's confidence. And when this dramatic Flamingo Vapour bike flashes past, it's sure to turn a few heads!

Frame size 15". Inside leg 21½"–25½".
The Raleigh BMX means adventure, action and amazing value. Boys of 7 and above need a strong frame, made from Carbo Spec 23 oval tubing and steel wheels with hubs with strengthened axles. This BMX puts together an exciting red and white colour scheme with a quality component package. It’s a mean machine!

Inside leg 21"–28".

This dashing, daring BMX bike has everything that’s crucial for the over 7’s. A hi-tech, hi-performance Raleigh Aero frame built from Carbo Spec 23 oval tubing, finished in brilliant Blaze Blue with dynamic graphics, three lightweight pads, and sturdy, stylish white mag wheels.

Inside leg 21"–28".
A roaring success with boys aged 7 to 10, the sleek black Wildcat is the one to pounce on. With go-faster stripe and startling green cat’s eye graphic on the stylish top tube fairing, integrated splashguards and tough reinforced nylon wheels, it’s the pride of the street. Three-sound generator with remote control gets you heard in the concrete jungle.

Inside leg 21"-25.5"

His first racer, designed and built with the same care and attention to detail as a full size racing machine. This great value, scaled-down speed machine in Solar Yellow puts performance features within easy reach of boys aged 7 to 11 — lightweight alloy extension brakes, alloy handlebar, stem and brake calipers, reliable 6-speed derailleur gear and comfortable, padded junior sport saddle.

Frame size 16½" 18½"
Inside leg 23"-27" 26"-30"
A sizzling trailblazer, this 13'' frame All Terrain Bike with 20'' wheels and full ATB component specification is ready for action. Boys aged 7 to 10 will appreciate the exclusive Volcanic Vapour finish and black drinks bottle with red alloy cage. The sloping top tube, 5-speed gear with thumb shift lever and sleek aero chainglide are for going places, fast. And powerful cantilever brakes for stopping, fast.

Inside leg 21''--26''.

Extremely sensational styling with Deep Purple paintwork and vibrant day-glo graphics, smooth 'Custom Fit' aerodynamic wheel discs and the latest trendsetting semi-slick tyres for grip at speed. It's just too fantastic for any boy aged 7 to 10 to miss. This street machine of the '90s has a sleek black swan neck stem and low-rise bar with gear thumbshifter, strong and stylish power cranks and a unique look that's streets ahead.

Inside leg 21''--26''.
The bike that creates a stir everywhere it goes. They don’t come any wilder. No other bike is more extreme. Boys of 7 to 10 who want to look ultra-neat on the street will be wild about its sensational Neon Green Vapour finish, amazing ‘Custom Fit’ aerodynamic wheel discs and new trailblazing semi-slick tyres for gripping at speed. This even more extreme machine features fast, precise Index System derailleur gears and strong, stylish power cranks. The two-wheeler show-stealer.

Inside leg 21”–26”.
All the bicycles shown in this catalogue are available from your
RALEIGH DEALER –

RALEIGH
Raleigh Industries Ltd.,
Nottingham, NG7 2DD, England.

Our policy of continual improvement means that product specification and appearance may be changed while this catalogue is still in use.
Now cycling is simply more stylish than ever. With Raleigh's fashion conscious designs and the latest technology that makes cycling easy, safe and comfortable. Of course, riding a Raleigh bike is as ecological as it is economical. Green for go. Go to town. Go into the country. Go at your leisure. Go for the sheer pleasure. With a bike, you can really go places. It's free. And there's a reliable Raleigh bike to take you wherever you like, whenever you like. There's no healthier way to travel. An hour of zipping around burns up no less than 550 calories. Even a leisurely bike ride will gently exercise your whole body. That's the beauty of cycling with Raleigh.
A brilliant paint job

Raleigh have got paintwork down to a fine art, we have the most up-to-date cycle finishing plant in the world. Here, the latest technology is on a par with that used by car manufacturers. Up to five coats of finish are applied, but only after the tubes have undergone a 15-stage priming process to prevent corrosion, including submersion to cover them inside and out. To ensure the thickness of Raleigh paint is virtually double that of most other bikes, we use mainly dry powder paint finishes which are fused together at very high temperatures. Nobody does it better.

The Raleigh 15 Year Guarantee

All Raleigh bicycle frames and forks are so sturdy and well constructed that we guarantee them for a full 15 years. All our bikes also carry a one year parts warranty. See the Raleigh Bicycle Guide for details, available when you buy your bicycle.
**PIONEER 6**
The Pioneer 6 breaks new ground giving you the best of both worlds. The comfort and versatility of the All Terrain Bike, combined with the practicality of a more conventional City Bike. The revolutionary Pioneer is delightfully easy to handle thanks to the light but strong frame and fork, raised handlebar and the precise gear-changing of the 6-speed Index System gear. For comfort and safety despite uneven surfaces in the High Street or country lanes, the Pioneer has wider section tyres, an anatomic saddle and lightweight mudguards. Finished in stylish White with Mountain Blue flashing.

Frame sizes: 20" and 22".

---

**CLASSIC**
The town and country bike – a cross between the go-anywhere All Terrain Bike and the practical City Bike with comfortable anatomic saddle, raised ATB-style handlebars, lightweight mudguards and self-balancing pedals. Geared for precise, one-click 12-speed selection regardless of terrain, this Pioneer puts Indexed gears at your fingertips. The exclusive, eye-catching Raleigh Indigo and Mountain Blue double-flash paint finish and unique chainset with elegant smoked disc give a finishing touch of class.

Frame sizes: 20" and 22".

---

**SPIRIT**
A pioneering design which reaches new heights of comfort and versatility. This Raleigh ladies’ brazed Mountain-Lite frame and sleek Uncrown fork with forged ends are stylishly finished in White with an exclusive Deep Purple and Raleigh Green double front flash. Equipped with 18-speed Indexed gears for precise changing, this Pioneer has deep tread tyres for sure-footed grip, black cantilever brakes for convincing stopping power and an anatomic ‘Gel’ saddle for smooth riding comfort.

Frame sizes: 20" and 22".
MONTANA

A lightweight, responsive All Terrain Bike with the feminine touch—a high-performance brazed frame with forged ends and refreshing Vaporised Aqua Mint finish. For smooth, positive handling get your hands on the bike with Index System gears, alloy ATB rims, triple Roundtech chainset, alloy hubs and cantilever brakes. And make a molehill out of a mountain.

Frame sizes: 18" and 20".
LIZARD
Definitely not for stick-in-the-muds, this sensational new All Terrain Bike from Raleigh, with its exclusive wild Neon Green Vapour finish is the bike on which to be seen. Precise thumbshift Index System gears for an easy, quick change, plus powerful alloy cantilever brakes with lined cables give the Lizard a lively performance rating.
Frame sizes: 16", 18" and 20".

MONTEREY
Hot Pink Vapour finish shows the mood of this sizzling All Terrain Bike geared for action on and off road. Designed for the female frame, the Monterey has a full ATB specification and the 18-speed Index System gears help you zip up and down even the hilliest terrain, changing gear at the touch of the one-click thumbshifters.
Frame sizes: 18" and 20".
COCO
For performance and comfort on and off road, Coco has 5-speed gears with handlebar thumbshifter for the smooth operator and an anatomic ladies' saddle with luxury suede finish. This showstopper has powerful alloy cantilever brakes for safe, sure stopping, is superb value and is ultra-stylish with its unique Candy Vapour Finish.
Frame sizes: 16", 18" and 20".

CHLOE
When this dramatic Flamingo Vapour bicycle flashes past, it's sure to turn a few heads! This affordable 5-speed racer with fashionable designer graphics will really cut a dash. The short-reach alloy stem and alloy brake levers with extensions make it easy to brake from an upright riding position.
Frame sizes: 17", 19", 20" and 22".
CANDICE
Fashionable finishing touches give the 5-speed Candice racy good looks to match its performance. The elegant White Mixte frame has twin top tubes and distinctive graphics. Not just a good looker, Candice has full length, contrasting, impact-resistant mudguards, a useful chromed rear carrier and easy-park alloy propstand.
Frame sizes: 19", 21" and 23".

IMPULSE
Sparkling, responsive performance and luxurious comfort for the cycling enthusiast. With its sleek Sportif frame in Cool Mint with White flashing, this ladies’ racer has 12-speed Indexed gears, a co-ordinated padded saddle and handlebar tape. As you’d expect in a racer of this quality, many of the components are of lightweight alloy, including dual brake levers, stem, hubs and cranks.
Frame sizes: 19", 20" and 22".
CAPRICE

Whether you’re shopping, commuting or visiting friends, you’ll appreciate the chic elegance and comfort of this traditional design with its curved frame and alloy propstand for parking. For carrying loads of shopping with ease, a capacious, easy-to-clean, detachable basket is fitted to the frame, not the handlebars, which ensures steering and cornering are unhindered. Even more shopping can be accommodated by the large rear carrier.

CHILTERN

A traditional ladies’ City Bike offering tremendous value for money. The curves are in all the right places on this low, step-through frame in fashionable Orchid. A comfortable padded saddle, a wraparound chainguard to protect tights or trousers, an alloy propstand for easy parking, full mudguards and reliable Sturmey Archer 3-speed hub gear show that our designers have thought of everything for the busy woman of today.

CAMEO

Cycling at its most elegant and nostalgic. Cameo is designed for the traditionalist who appreciates quality and luxury. The curvaceous frame is beautifully finished in rich Deep Metallic Red with classic gold-colour highlights. The mudguards, wraparound chainguard and rear carrier, complete with a useful luggage strap, are superbly finished to match. Thoughtful extra features are the dynamo lighting set with neatly concealed wiring and the smoked plastic dressguards to protect the rider from road spray. Whoever said that they don’t make bicycles like they used to?

Frame sizes: 19½” and 21”.
SHOPPER
The show-stopping, range-topping small wheel cycle designed for shopping or house hopping! A spacious basket is uniquely attached to the frame, rather than the handlebar, for better stability when steering and cornering. For even more shopping (or books, clothes or whatever you wish to carry), there is a stylish, detachable holdall in co-ordinated colours. And when you’ve arrived in style, there’s an alloy propstand to make parking easy.

Inside leg 25"–32".

COMPACT
The stylish, go-anywhere cycle that folds away to take up the minimum of space – in the hall, the car boot, the caravan perhaps. When you go shopping, to school, to work or on a picnic, that large rear carrier comes in handy. And for parking, there’s an alloy propstand. The low step-through frame, beautifully finished in Tortilla, padded saddle and quick-release handlebar and saddle adjusters make it suitable for virtually any member of the family to ride.

Inside leg 25"–32".

SOLITAIRE
For the fashion-conscious girl about town, the striking Solitaire in bright New Blue is a stylish way to get around. The colour co-ordinated holdall is ideal for carrying shopping, sportswear or schoolbooks. The padded saddle, small-wheel design and Sturmey Archer 3-speed hub gear all ensure a comfortable, smooth ride.

Inside leg 25"–32".
CHOOSING YOUR BIKE

Raleigh gives you an exciting choice of styles with different frames, handlebars, frame and wheel sizes, colour schemes and graphics. Here we give you a few tips on choosing the best bike for you.

Traditional, large wheels are ideal for leisure cycling over short or long distances. The frame design is more rigid for less weight and gives a smoother ride. Larger wheels have less rolling resistance and take less effort to pedal. While small wheel bikes are great for nipping around, going shopping or commuting. They take up less room in the garage or bike shed and, having a lower centre of gravity, they are very easy to ride — even by beginners.

THE RIGHT SIZE FOR A PERFECT FIT

Try our bikes for size at your local Raleigh Cycle Centre. You can tell you have chosen the ideal size when you can just touch the ground with both feet while seated on the saddle and reach the handlebars comfortably.

INSIDE LEG CHART

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SMALL WHEEL, CITY AND SPORTS BIKES</th>
<th>Frame Size</th>
<th>Inside Leg Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compact/ Solitaire/ Shopper</td>
<td>25”-32”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17”</td>
<td>25”-29”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19”</td>
<td>27”-31”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20”</td>
<td>28”-32”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21”</td>
<td>29”-33”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22”</td>
<td>30”-34”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23”</td>
<td>31”-35”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATB MODELS

| 16”                                 | 24”-28”    |
| 18”                                 | 26”-30”    |
| 20”                                 | 29”-33”    |

The nominal frame size is the measurement from the top of the seat tube (where the seat pin fits into the frame) down to the centre of the bottom bracket axle (which carries the pedal cranks). The inside leg measurements given in this brochure are intended only as a guide. We recommend that you try the bicycle for size before you buy.

GEARS

Gears are used to reduce the effort required to pedal, particularly uphill. The Sturmey Archer hub gears are very simple and easy to use and are virtually maintenance-free. Ideal for shopping bikes and leisurely rides. For the enthusiast or racer, where performance is all-important, Derailleur gears provide far more gear ratios. For example, 5 to 18 gears can be provided to cope with the ups and downs of roads and lanes.

THE RAILEIGH CYCLE PROTECTION REGISTER

For your peace of mind and to help should you be unfortunate enough to lose your bike or have it stolen, Raleigh will be pleased to register your new bike on our unique customer database. You have a much better chance of recovering it if you record the frame number and its specifications for ease of identification. The Raleigh Cycle Protection Register is a free service. See your Raleigh Bicycle Guide for details.

NEAT SEATS

For quality, comfort and reliability, we fit world-famous Selle Royal saddles to all Raleigh bikes in this catalogue.

PIONEER 6

| FRAME | Raleigh Mountain-Lite Frame and Unknown Fork with Forged Ends. |
| WHEELS | 700C Chrome Plated Steel with Alloy Hubs. |
| TYRES | 700 x 35C Skinkwall Tyres. |
| MUDGUARDS | Silver Impact Resistant with Black Centre Stripes. |
| HANDLEBAR | Enamelled Raleigh Raised Bend with Black ATB Grips. |
| STEM | Black Alloy Swing Neck. |
| BRAKES | Alloy Side-pull with ATB Levers. |
| DERAILLEUR | 3-speed System with Handlebar Mounted Gear Levers. |
| CHAINSET | 46/21/15 Steel Chainrings with Alloy Cottered Cranks and White Disc. |
| FREEWHEEL | 14-16-21-24-28T. |
| PEDALS | Black Self-balancing. |
| SADDLE | Selle Royal Black Lyra Anatomic. |
| EXTRAS | Spoke Protector Disc. |
| APPROX. | 30lbs (20 Frame). |
| WEIGHT | 30lbs (20 Frame). |

PIONEER CLASSIC 12

| FRAME | Raleigh Mountain-Lite Frame and Unknown Fork with Forged Ends. |
| WHEELS | 700C Chrome Plated Steel with Alloy Hubs. |
| TYRES | 700 x 35C Skinkwall Tyres. |
| MUDGUARDS | Silver Impact Resistant with Black Centre Stripes. |
| HANDLEBAR | Enamelled Raleigh Raised Bend with Black ATB Grips. |
| STEM | Black Alloy Swing Neck. |
| BRAKES | Alloy Side-pull with ATB Levers. |
| DERAILLEUR | 12-speed System with Handlebar Mounted Gear Levers. |
| CHAINSET | 50/40T Steel Chainrings with Alloy Cottered Cranks and Smoked Disc. |
| FREEWHEEL | 14-16-18-21-24-28T. |
| PEDALS | Black Self-balancing. |
| SADDLE | Selle Royal Black Lyra Anatomic. |
| EXTRAS | Spoke Protector Disc. |
| APPROX. | 32lbs (20 Frame). |
| WEIGHT | 32lbs (20 Frame). |

PIONEER SPIRIT 18

| FRAME | New Raleigh Braced Ladies Mountain-Lite Frame with Forged Ends. |
| FORK | New Narrow Upright Fork with Forged Ends. |
| WHEELS | 700C Black Alloy with Black Alloy Hubs. |
| TYRES | 700 x 38C Skinkwall Tyre. |
| MUDGUARDS | Clearance for Wide-Section Guards. |
| HANDLEBAR | Enamelled Raleigh Raised Bend with Black Rubber ATB Grips. |
| STEM | Black Alloy Swing Neck. |
| BRAKES | Black Side-pull with Brake Levers. |
| DERAILLEUR | 18-speed Index System with Handlebar Mounted Gear Levers. |
| CHAINSET | 44/36/28/20T Roundaluy with Black Steel Drops. |
| FREEWHEEL | 14-16-18-21-24-28T. |
| PEDALS | Narrow Beartrap style (Toe-clip compatible). |
| SADDLE | Selle Royal Anatomic Black Lyra Gel. |
| EXTRAS | Spoke Protector Disc. |
| APPROX. | 31lbs (20 Frame). |
| WEIGHT | 31lbs (20 Frame). |

MONTEREY SIS 18

| FRAME | Raleigh All Terrain Frame Design with Hi-Tensile 14 Gauge Fork. |
| WHEELS | 26 x 1.75” Chrome Plated Steel with Alloy Hubs. |
| TYRES | Hi-Ridge Gunwale Tyres. |
| MUDGUARDS | Clearance for Mountain Bike Mudguards. |
| HANDLEBAR | Enamelled Raleigh All Terrain Bend with Black ATB Grips. |
| STEM | Black Alloy Swing Neck. |
| BRAKES | Alloy Camleller with ATB Levers. |
| DERAILLEUR | 18-speed Shimano Index System with Handlebar Mounted Gear Levers. |
| CHAINSET | 43/28/20T Steel Chainrings with 170mm Alloy Cottered Cranks. |
| FREEWHEEL | 14-16-18-21-24-28T. |
| PEDALS | Narrow Beartrap style (Toe-clip compatible). |
| SADDLE | Ladies Grained Suede Anatomic. |
| EXTRAS | Rear Derailleur Gear Protector. |
| APPROX. | 35lbs (20 Frame). |
| WEIGHT | 35lbs (20 Frame). |

MONTANA 18

| FRAME | Raleigh All Terrain Banded Frame with Forged Ends. |
| FORK | Raleigh Hi-Tensile Unicon Fork with Forged Ends. |
| WHEELS | 26 x 1.75” Alloy with Alloy Hubs. |
| TYRES | Hi-Ridge Skinkwall Tyre. |
| MUDGUARDS | Clearance for Mountain Bike Mudguards. |
| HANDLEBAR | Enamelled Raleigh All Terrain Bend with Black ATB Rubber Grips. |
| STEM | Black Alloy Swing Neck. |
| BRAKES | Black Side-pull with Brake Levers. |
| DERAILLEUR | 18-speed Index System with Handlebar Mounted Gear Levers. |
| CHAINSET | 44/36/28/20T Roundaluy with Black Steel Drops. |
| FREEWHEEL | 14-16-18-21-24-28T. |
| PEDALS | Narrow Beartrap style (Toe-clip compatible). |
| SADDLE | Ladies Grained Suede Anatomic. |
| EXTRAS | Spoke Protector Disc. |
| APPROX. | 32lbs (20 Frame). |
| WEIGHT | 32lbs (20 Frame). |

COCO 5

| FRAME | Raleigh All Terrain Frame Design with Hi-Tensile Unicon Fork. |
| WHEELS | 16” Frame – 24 x 1.75” Chrome Plated Steel with Alloy Hubs. |
| TYRES | 18”, 20” Frame – 26 x 1.75” Chrome Plated Steel with Alloy Hubs. |
| MUDGUARDS | Clearance for Mountain Bike Mudguards. |
| HANDLEBAR | Enamelled Raleigh All Terrain Bend with Black ATB Grips. |
| STEM | Black Alloy Swing Neck. |
| BRAKES | Alloy Camleller with Black Resin Levers. |
| DERAILLEUR | 3-speed Suntour 10 Speed Rear Gear with Rack and Black Handlebar Mounted Gear Levers. |
| CHAINSET | 40/34/24/18/14mm Steel Chainrings with 170mm One-Piece Crank and Disc. |
| FREEWHEEL | 14-16-17-20-24-28T. |
| PEDALS | New Style ATB Resin. |
| SADDLE | Ladies Grained Suede Anatomic. |
| EXTRAS | Rear Derailleur Gear Protector. |
| APPROX. | 35lbs (20 Frame). |
| WEIGHT | 35lbs (20 Frame). |
CHLOE
FRAME/ FORK Raleigh Sportif Frame and Fork.
WHEELS 17.5" Frame - 600 x 28 Chrome Plated Steel.
20" Frame - 630 x 28 Chrome Plated Steel with Alloy Hubs.
22" Frame - 700C Chrome Plated Steel with Alloy Hubs.
TYRES Whitewall Tyres to suit wheel size.
MUDGUARDS Silver Impact Resistant with Black Centre Stripe.
HANDLEBAR Engraved Alloy with Alloy/Steel Stem and White Tape.
STEM White/Bright Orange Tape.
BIKES Alloy/Steel with Extension Levers.
DERAILLEUR Sachs-Huret 6-speed with Stem Mounted Lever.
CHAINSET 46T Steel Chainwheel with 170mm Steel Cranks and Disc.
FREEWHEEL FW-11-17-20-24-28T.
PEDALS Steel Sports with Reflectors.
SADDLE White Padded Ladies Sports.
EXTRAS Chrome Plated Rear Carrier, Inflator, Brake Pad Protector Disc.
APPROX. 31ibs (14.1kg).
WEIGHT 29lbs (13.2kg).

CANDICE 5
FRAME/ FORK Raleigh Mixte Frame and Fork.
WHEELS 19" Frame - 650 x 28 Chrome Plated Steel with Alloy Hubs.
21" Frame - 700C Chrome Plated Steel with Alloy Hubs.
TYRES Whitewall Tyres to suit wheel size.
MUDGUARDS Silver Impact Resistant with Black Centre Stripe.
HANDLEBAR Engraved Alloy with Alloy/Steel Stem and White Tape.
STEM Red/White Tape.
BIKES Alloy/Steel with Extension Levers.
DERAILLEUR Sachs-Huret 6-speed with Stem Mounted Lever.
CHAINSET 46T Steel Chainwheel with 170mm Steel Cranks and Disc.
FREEWHEEL FW-11-17-20-24-28T.
PEDALS Steel Sports with Reflectors.
SADDLE White Padded Ladies Sports.
EXTRAS Chrome Plated Rear Carrier, Inflator, Brake Pad Protector Disc.
APPROX. 31ibs (14.1kg).
WEIGHT 29lbs (13.2kg).

CHILTERN LADY
FRAME/ FORK Ladies Curved Frame with Tubular Fork.
WHEELS/ FORK 26 x 1.3/8" Chrome Plated Steel with Whitewall Tyres.
TYRES/ MUDGUARDS Enamelled Spool Point Section.
HANDLEBAR Northnord Steel Bend with Alloy/Steel Stem and White Tape.
STEM Steel Sidepull Calipers with Alloy Levers.
GEAR Sturmey Archer 3-speed Hub Gear with Trigger Control.
CHAINSET 46T Steel Chainwheel with 170mm Steel Cranks.
PEDALS White Bow Style with Reflectors.
SADDLE Padded White Tourist.
EXTRAS Alloy Propstand.
APPROX. 24lbs (11.1kg).
WEIGHT 24lbs (10.1kg).

CAPRICE SHOPPER
FRAME/ FORK Ladies Curved Frame with Front Basket Holder and Tubular Fork.
WHEELS/ FORK 26 x 1.3/8" Chrome Plated Steel with Whitewall Tyres.
TYRES/ MUDGUARDS Enamelled Spool Point Section.
HANDLEBAR Northnord Steel Bend with Alloy/Steel Stem and White Tape.
STEM Steel Sidepull Calipers with Alloy Levers.
GEAR Sturmey Archer 3-speed Hub Gear with Trigger Control.
CHAINSET 46T Steel Chainwheel with 170mm Steel Cranks.
PEDALS White Bow Style with Reflectors.
SADDLE Padded White Tourist.
EXTRAS Detachable Bow Fronted Shopping Basket, Alloy Propstand.
APPROX. 37lbs (16.8kg).
WEIGHT 36lbs (16.4kg).

COMPACT
FRAME Low Step-Over U-Frame with Integral Rear Carrier and Steering Stop.
WHEELS/ TYRES 20 x 1.75" Chrome Plated Steel Rims with Whitewall Tyres.
TYRES/ MUDGUARDS Raleigh Feature Section.
STEM/ GEAR Sturmey Archer 3-speed Hub Gear with Trigger Control.
CHAINSET 46T Steel Chainwheel with Steel Cranks.
PEDALS/ SADDLE White Bow Style with Reflectors.
PEDALS/ SADDLE White Padded Tourist.
APPROX. 33lbs.
WEIGHT 33lbs.

SOLEILATE
FRAME Low Step-Over U-Frame with Integral Rear Carrier and Steering Stop.
WHEELS/ TYRES 20 x 1.75" Chrome Plated Steel Rims with Whitewall Tyres.
TYRES/ MUDGUARDS Raleigh Feature Section.
STEM/ GEAR Sturmey Archer 3-speed Hub Gear with Trigger Control.
CHAINSET 46T Steel Chainwheel with Steel Cranks.
PEDALS/ SADDLE White Bow Style with Reflectors.
PEDALS/ SADDLE White Padded Tourist.
EXTRAS Detachable Bow Fronted Shopping Basket. Grey/Pink Shopping Holdall.
APPROX. 39lbs.
WEIGHT 37lbs.

IMPULSE 12
FRAME/ FORK Raleigh Sportif Frame and Fork.
WHEELS 19" Frame - 650 x 28 Chrome Plated Steel with Alloy Hubs.
20" Frame - 700C Chrome Plated Steel with Alloy Hubs.
TYRES Whitewall Tyres to suit wheel size.
MUDGUARDS Silver Impact Resistant with Black Centre Stripe.
HANDLEBAR Engraved Alloy with Alloy/Steel Stem and White Tape.
STEM Cushion Tape.
BIKES Alloy Sidepull with Extension Levers.
DERAILLEUR 12-speed Index System with Stem Mounted Levers.
CHAINSET 50/40T Steel Chainrings with Alloy Cotterless Cranks and Disc.
FREEWHEEL FW-11-17-20-24-28T.
PEDALS Steel Sports with Reflectors.
SADDLE White Padded Ladies Sports.
EXTRAS Inflator, Brake Pad Protector Disc.
APPROX. 39lbs (17.7kg).
WEIGHT 29lbs (13.2kg).

CAMEO
FRAME/ FORK Ladies Curved Frame with Tubular Fork.
WHEELS/ FORK 26 x 1.3/8" Chrome Plated Steel with Whitewall Tyres.
TYRES/ MUDGUARDS Enamelled Spool Point Section.
HANDLEBAR Northnord Steel Bend with Alloy/Steel Stem and White Tape.
STEM/ GEAR Sturmey Archer 3-speed Hub Gear with Trigger Control.
CHAINSET 46T Steel Chainwheel with 170mm Steel Cranks.
PEDALS Black Bow Style with Reflectors.
SADDLE Black Padded Tourist.
EXTRAS Enamelled Heavy Duty Rear Carrier with Luggage Strap.
APPROX. 36lbs (16.4kg).
WEIGHT 36lbs (16.4kg).

SHOPPER
FRAME Low Step-Over U-Frame with Integral Rear Carrier, Front Basket Holder and Steering Stop.
WHEELS/ TYRES 20 x 1.75" Chrome Plated Steel Rims with Whitewall Tyres.
TYRES/ MUDGUARDS Raleigh Feature Section.
STEM/ GEAR Sturmey Archer 3-speed Hub Gear with Trigger Control.
CHAINSET 46T Steel Chainwheel with Steel Cranks.
PEDALS White Bow Style with Reflectors.
SADDLE White Padded Tourist.
EXTRAS Detachable Bow Fronted Shopping Basket. Grey/Pink Shopping Holdall.
APPROX. 39lbs.
WEIGHT 37lbs.
All the bicycles shown in this catalogue are available from your
RALEIGH DEALER –

RALEIGH
Raleigh Industries Ltd.
Nottingham, NG7 2DD, England.

Our policy of continual improvement means that product specification and appearance may be changed while this catalogue is still in use.